
Public exhibition: Urban Spatial Plan
Engagement Summary

Council’s Draft Urban Spatial Plan will guide the future growth and development on the Central Coast to 2036 
and beyond was placed on exhibition from 29 August to 24 October 2019. The engagement process for the Draft 
Urban Spatial Plan presented an online interactive map for participants to make comments and submissions as 
well as a traditional online submission form. In an effort to provide the information in a more digestible manner, 
the interactive map also provided summaries for each Town Centre, Strategic Corridor, Regional Centre, Village, 
potential Strategic and Town Centres as well as the northern and southern Growth Corridors identified in the draft 
plan. 
Alongside the online engagement Council hosted two community drop-in information sessions where participants 
were invited view and discuss the draft plan with Council and make any comments on the draft plan. 

Central Coast residents provided feedback on the future of growth and development on the Central Coast. 
Common themes across the feedback provided indicated: 
• the creation of employment opportunities to support any development are imperative to the region’s success
• public amenity is an important consideration in all areas as this would assist stimulating areas across the Central Coast
• significant transport infrastructure is required now, this draft plan’s goals make that infrastructure need imperative
• pathways from a connectivity and activation point of view should be an important consideration across the whole 

region
• the Warnervale Airport should be a consideration within the draft plan
• suggestion to ensure higher quality dwellings are built to assist in enhancing the Central Coasts economic value
• the preservation and protection of bushland is important to ensure the prosperity of the region
• further consideration should be given to the hierarchy of centres.

Further analysis of the feedback received during the exhibition of the Draft Urban Spatial Plan is currently being 
undertaken and will be incorporated into the development of the Local Strategic Planning Statement. 

Engagement Results
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